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Abstract: In this paper, * g- open and * g -closed sets are used to define and investigate a new class of 

functions called * g - continuous functions and its properties are discussed. Relationships between this 

new class and other classes of existing functions are established. Additionally we define *g - irresolute 
functions, discuss its properties and compare it with the already existing irresolute functions in 
topological spaces. 
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Introduction: Continuous functions in topology found a valuable place in the applications of 
Mathematics. Topologist studied weaker and stronger forms of continuous functions in topology using 
the sets stronger and weaker than open and closed sets. Crossley  and  Hildebrand [3] introduced  and  
investigated  irresolute  maps  which  are  stronger  than  the  semi-continuous maps. Commarota  and 
Noiri [2] deeply  analyzed  the  quasi-irresolute  maps. The strongly irresolute map was introduced and 
studied by Ganster and Reilly .In this paper we study the new class of map called as α* g-continuous 
maps .Different characterizations of the introduced concepts are   also found. In this direction α* g-
irresolute maps are defined and some of their properties are studied by giving some counter examples. 
 
Preliminaries:  Throughout this paper (X, τ), (Y, σ )  represent non-empty topological spaces on which 
no separation axioms are assumed unless otherwise  mentioned . For a subset A of a space (X, τ), 
cl(A)and int(A) denote the closure and the interior of A respectively . 
 

Definition 2.1 :A subset  A  of X is  said  to  be g-close set [10]if  Whenever A U and  

U  is  -open . 

Definition 2.2 : A  subset  A  of  X  is  said  to  be  -open [9] if  A int*(Cl (int *(A))). 

Definition 2.3 : A function f: (X, τ)  (Y, σ ) is called a semi – continuous [6]  if O) is a semi-
closedset [5] of (X, τ) for  every  closed set O of  (Y, σ ). 

Definition 2.4 : A function f: (X, τ)  (Y, σ ) is called a  –continuous [4] if (O) is a              -
closed set [11] of (X, τ) for every  closed set O of  (Y, σ ). 

Definition 2.5 : A function f: (X, τ)  (Y, σ) is called  g – continuous [4] if (O) is                    
g –closed set [6] of (X, τ) for every  closed set O of  (Y, σ ). 

Definition 2.6 : A function f: (X, τ)  (Y, σ ) is called a  g – continuous [4] if (O) is a  g –closed 
set [8]   of     (X, τ) for every closed set O of  (Y, σ ). 

Definition 2.7 : A function f: (X, τ)  (Y, σ ) is called a g  – continuous [8] if   (O)  a  g -closed 
set [7]   of   (X, τ) for every closedset O of  (Y, σ ). 

Definition 2.8 : A function f: (X, τ)  (Y, σ ) is called  – irresolute [4] if (O) is a   -closed set of 

(X, τ) for every - closedset O of  (Y, σ ). 
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Definition 2.9 : A function f: (X, τ)  (Y, σ ) is called a semi – irresolute[6]   if (O) is a semi-
closedset of (X, τ) for every semi-closed set O of  (Y, σ ). 

Definition 2.10 : A function f: (X, τ)  (Y, σ ) is called a g – irresolute [7] if  (O) is a g -closed set 
of (X, τ) for every g-open set O  of  (Y, σ ). 
Theorem 2.11 [9]: 

(i) Every open set  is  - open and every closed set is  *-closed set. 

(ii) Every  -open set is  -open and every  -closed  set is  -closed. 

(iii) Every  g-open  set is  -open  and  every  g-closed  set is  -closed. 
 

-Continuous Maps: 

In this section ,we introduce the  definition  of  g-continuous  function . 

Definition 3.1 : A  function f: (X, τ) (Y, σ) is said to be α*g- continuous  if  (F) is g-closed in 

(X, )  for every closed in(Y, σ) . 
 
Theorem  3.2: Every  continuous  function  is  α*g -continuous. 

Proof : Let f:X →Y be continuous. Let F be any closed set in Y. Then (F) is   closed in X . Since every 

closed set is α*g –closed , (F) is α*g –closed in X. Therefore f is  α *g-  continuous.  
Remark3.3 : The converse of the above theorem need not be true as seen from the followingexample . 

Example3.4: Let X = Y = { a , b , c , d } , τ = { ϕ , {a} , {a,b} , {a,b,c} , X} , = { ϕ , {b,c,d} , {c,d} , {a} , X } , 

and σ = { ϕ , {a,b,c} , Y } , = {ϕ , {d} Y } ,α*gC(X) = { ϕ , {c} , {d} , {b} , {b,c},{c,d},{b,d},{b,c,d},X}.Let f:(X, 

τ)→(Y, σ) be defined by f(a)=c, f(b)=d, f(c)=b, f(d)=a .Clearly α*g is continuous ,but (d)={b} is not 
closed in X. Hence f is not continuous in  X . 
 
Theorem3.5 :Every  α -continuous  function  is  α*g-continuous. 

Proof : Let f:X→Y be α-continuous .Let F be any closed set in Y. Then (F) is a -closed .since every  
α-closed set is α*g-closed. Therefore, f is  α*g-continuous . 
Remark 3.6 :The  converse  of  the  above  theorem  need  not  be true  as  the  following  example.    

Example3.7:LetX=Y={a,b,c},τ={ϕ,{a},{a,b},X}, ={ϕ,{b,c},{c},X},andσ={ϕ,{a},Y}, ={ϕ,{b,c},Y},  α*gC(X) = 
{ ϕ , { b} , {c} ,{a,c} , {b,c} ,X} ,αC(X)={ϕ,{b},{c},{a,c},Y}.Let f:(X,τ)→(Y,σ)be defined by f(a)=a,f(b)=c,f(c)=b 

.Clearly α*g is  continuous ,but bc)=bc is not α-continuous in X. 
 
Theorem3.8 : Every  α*g-continuous  is  αg -continuous . 

Proof : Let f: X→Y be α*g continuous. Let F be any closed set in Y. Then (F) is α*g-closed set. Since 
every α*g –closed set is αg-closed .Therefore f is αg-continuous. 
Remark 3.9 :The  converse  of  the  above  theorem  need  not  be true  as  the  following  the  example . 

Example3.10:LetX=Y={a,b,c},τ={ϕ,{a},X}, ={ϕ,{bc},X}andσ={ϕ,{a},{b},{ab},Y}, ={ϕ,{bc},{ac},{c},Y},α*gC
(X)={ϕ,{b},{c},{bc},Y},αgC(X)={ϕ,{b},{c},{ab},{ac},{bc},X}.Let f:(X, τ) →(Y, σ) be defined by f(a)=b,f(b)=c, 

f(c)=a. Clearly, f is αg  is continuous , but (bc)=ab is not α*g-continuous in X . 
 
Theorem3.11 : Every  α*g-continuous is  gα-continuous. 

Proof : Let f: X→Y be α*g-continuous. Let F be any closed in Y. Then (F) is α*g-closed. since every 

α*g – closed is  gα-closed. We have (F) is  gα-closed. Therefore f is gα-continuous. 
Remark 3.12 : The  converse  of  the  above  theorem  need  not  be true  as  the  following  the  example  

Example3.13:LetX=Y={a,b,c},τ={ϕ,{a,b},X}, ={ϕ,{c},Y},andσ={ϕ,{a},{ab},Y}, ={ϕ,{c},{bc},Y},gαC(X)={ϕ,{
c},{ac},{bc},X} ,α*gC(Y)={ ϕ,{c},Y}.Let f:(X, τ) →(Y, σ) be defined by f(a)=b ,f(c)=c ,f(b)=a Clearly  gα is 

continuous ,but (bc)=ac is not  α*g-continuous in X . 
Remark 3.14:The concept of α*g-continuous and semi*-continuous are independent . 

Example3.15:LetX=Y={a,b,c,d},τ={ϕ,{a},{ab},{abc},X}, ={ϕ,{bcd},{cd},{d},X}andσ={ϕ,{a},{ab},Y}, (Y)={ϕ
,{bcd},{cd},Y},S*C(X)={ϕ,{c},{bc},{cd},{bcd},X},α*gC(X)={ϕ,{b},{c},{d},{bc},{bd},{cd},{bcd},X}. Let f:(X, τ) 
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→(Y, σ) be defined by f(a)=a,f(b)=c,f(c)=b ,f(d)=d. Clearly f is α*g-continuous , but (cd)= {bd} is not 
semi*-continuous in X. Therefore f is not semi*continuous. 

Example3.16:LetX=Y={a,b,c,d},τ={ϕ,{a},{b},{ab},{bc},{abc},X}, ={ϕ,{d},{ad},{cd},{acd},{bcd},X},σ={ϕ,{ab},

Y}, ={ϕ,{cd},Y},S*C(X)={ϕ,{a},{c},{d},{ac},{ad},{bc},{{ad},{acd},{bcd},X},α*gC(X)={ϕ,{c},{d},{cd},{ad},{acd}
,{bcd},X}.Let f:(X, τ) →(Y, σ) be defined by f(a)=b, f(b)=d, f(c)=c, f(d)=a.Clearly f  is  S*C-continuous ,but 

(dc)=bc is not -continuous in X. Therefore f is not α*g-continuous. 
Remark3.17 :The concept of  α*g-continuous and semi-continuous are independent. 

Example3.18:LetX=Y={a,b,c},τ={ϕ,{a},{b},{ab},X}, ={ϕ,{c},{ac},{bc},X},andσ={ϕ,{ab},Y}, ={ϕ,{c},Y},α*gC
(X)={ϕ,{c},{ac},{cb},X},SC(X)={ϕ,{a},{b},{c},{ac},{bc},X}.Let f:(X, τ) →(Y, σ) be by f(a)=b,f(b)=c,f(c)=a. 

Clearly f is semi-continuous, but (c)=b is not -continuous. Therefore f is not α*g-continuous. 

Example3.19:LetX=Y={a,b,c},τ={ϕ,{a},{a,b},X}, ={ϕ,{b,c},{c},X},andσ={ϕ,{ab},{ac},{a},Y}, ={ϕ,{c},{b},{bc
},Y},α*gC(X)={ϕ,{c},{b,c},{a,c},{b},X},SC(X)={ϕ,{b},{c},{ac},X}, Let f:(X, τ) →(Y, σ) be defined by f(a)=a, 

f(b)=b, f(c)=c . Clearly f is α*g continuous ,but (bc)=bc is not semi-closed in X. Therefore f is not  
semi - continuous. 

Remark 3.20 : The concept  of  g-continuous and  - continuous are independent. 

Example3.21:LetX=Y={a,b,c,d},τ={ϕ,{a},{ab},{abc},X}, ={ϕ,{bcd},{cd},{d},X},andσ={ϕ,{a},{a,b},Y} ={ϕ,{c
d},{b,c,d},Y},α*gC(X)={ϕ,{b},{c},{d},{bc},{bd},{c,d},{bcd},X},gC(X)={ϕ,{d},{abd},{acd},{ad},{bd},{cd},{bcd},X

}.Letf:(X, τ)→(Y, σ) be defined by f(a)=c ,f(b)=b ,f(c)=a ,f(d)=d .Clearly f is g-continuous, but (cd)= 
ad is  not α*g-continuous in X. Therefore  f is not α*g-continuous. 

Example3.22:LetX=Y={a,b,c,d},τ={ϕ,{ab},{abc},X}, ={ϕ,{d},{cd},X},andσ={ϕ,{a,b,c},Y}, ={ϕ,{d},Y},α*gc(
X)={ϕ,{c},{d},{cd},X},gC(X)={ϕ,{d},{ad},{bd},{cd},{abd},{acd},{bcd},X}. Let f:(X, τ) →(Y, σ) be  defined by 

f(a)=a,f(b)=b,f(c)=d ,f(d)=c.Clearlyf is α*g-continuous ,but (d)= c  is  not g-continuous  in X. 
Therefore f is not g-continuous . 
Remark 3.23:Theconcept of  α*g-continuous and g*- continuous are independent. 

Example3.24:LetX=Y={a,b,c,d},τ={ϕ,{a},{b},{ab},{a,b,c} , X } ,  = { ϕ , {c,d} , {b,c,d} , {a,c,d}, {d} ,X } , 

and σ = { ϕ , {ab} , Y } ,  = {ϕ ,{cd} , Y } ,  α*gC(X) = { ϕ , {d} , {c} , {cd},{bcd},{a,c,d},Y}.Let f:(X, τ) →(Y, 

σ) be defined by f(a)=a,f(b)=c,f(c)=b,f(d)=d .Clearly f is not α*g -continuous, since (cd)=bd is not 
α*g-continuous. 

Example3.25:LetX=Y={a,b,c,d},τ={ϕ,{a},{b},{a,b}, {a,b,c} , X  } , = { ϕ , {c,d} , {b,c,d} , {a,c,d} ,X } , and σ 

= { ϕ , {b,c,d} , {a} , Y } , = { ϕ, {a} ,{b,c,d} , Y } ,α*gC(X) = {ϕ ,{d},{c},{cd},{bcd},{a,c,d}, Y}.Let 

f:(X,τ)→(Y,σ) be defined by f(a)=c, f(b)=b, f(c)=a, f(d)=d. Clearly f is α*g –continuous, but  (a)= c is 

not -continuous. Therefore f is not  -continuous. 
 

-Irresolute: 

In  this  section ,we  define  g-irresolute  functions  and  discuss  its  properties . 

Definition 4.1 :A  function f:(X,τ)→(Y,σ)  is  said  to  be  α*g-irresolute  if   (B)  is  a  α*g-closed set  
of (X,τ) for  every  α*g-closed  set  B of )  (Y,σ)   . 
Theorem 4.2 : If f:X→Y is a α*g-irresolute map then f is α*g-continuous. 
Proof : Let B be a closed set in Y ( Every closed set is α*g-Closed ) implies B is α*g-Closed in Y. Since f is 

α*g-irresolute ,implies (B) is α*g-Closed in X. Hence f is α*g-continuous.  
Remark 4.2 :The  converse  of  the  above  theorem  need  not  be true  as shown in the  following  the  
example .  

Example4.3:LetX=Y={a,b,c},τ={ϕ,{ab},{a},{ac},X}, ={ϕ,{c},{bc},{b},X},andσ={ϕ,{a},{ab},Y}, ={ϕ,{bc},{c},
Y}, α*gC(X)={ϕ,{b},{c},{bc},X}, α*gC(Y)={ϕ,{b},{c},{bc},{ac},Y}. Let f:(X, τ) →(Y, σ) be defined by f(a)= a 

,f(b)=c ,f(c)=b. Clearly f is α*g - continuous, but (ac)=ab is not α*g-closed in X. Therefore f is not  
α*g-irresolute. 
 
Theorem 4.3 : If f:X→Y is a α*g-irresolute map then f is αg-continuous . 
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Proof: Let B be an closed set in Y. (every  closed  set  is  α*g-closed) implies B is α*g-closed in Y . Since f 

is α*g irresolute, implies (B) is α*g- closed in X. Since every g-closed is g-closed. Thus   

is  g-closed in X. Hence f is αg-continuous. 
Remark4.4 :.The  converse  of  the  above  theorem  need  not  be true  as  the  following  the  example . 

Example4.5:LetX=Y={a,b,c,d}, ={ϕ,{a},{b},{ab,{abc},X}, ={ϕ,{bcd},{acd},{cd},{d},X},and ={ϕ,{a},{ab},{ab

c},Y}, ={ϕ,{bcd},{cd},{d},Y}, C(X)={ϕ,{c},{d},{cd},{acd},{bcd},X}, C(Y)={ϕ,{b},{c},{d},{bc},{bd},{cd}

,{bcd},Y}, gC(X)={ϕ,{c},{d],{ad},{cd},{bd},{abd},{acd},{bcd},X} .Let f:(X, τ) →(Y, σ) be defined by f(a)= b 

,f(b)=c ,f(c)=a,f(d)=d .Clearly  f  is  αg - continuous ,but (b)=a  is  not α*g-closed in X. Therefore,  f is  
not  α*g-irresolute . 
 
Theorem4.6 : If f:X→Y is a α*g-irresolute map then f is gα-continuous. 

Proof: Let B be an closed set in Y. since  every  closed  is  -closed  implies  B  is  -closed  in  Y. 

Since f  is α*g-irresolute, implies (B) is g-closed  in  X. Since  every  -closed  set  is  g -closed 

,implies   is  gα-closed .Hence f is gα-continuous. 
Remark 4.7:The  converse  of  the  above  theorem  need  not  be true  as  the  following  the  example . 

Example4.8:LetX=Y={a,b,c,d}, ={ϕ,{a},,X}, ={ϕ,{bcd},X}, ={ϕ,{ab},{abc},Y}, ={ϕ, {d},{c,d} ,Y } 

, gC(X)={ϕ, {b} ,{c} ,{d} ,{bc} ,{bd} ,{bcd} , X }, gC(Y) = { ϕ , { c} , {d} , {cd} , Y } , g C(X) = { ϕ , {b} 
,{c},{d},{bc},{cd},{bd},{bcd},X}.Let f:(X,τ)→(Y,σ) be defined by f(a)= a,f(b)=b ,f(c)=c, f(d)= d Clearly  f  is  

gα - continuous ,but (cd)= {cd}  is  not α*g-irresolute. Therefore  f is  not  α*g-irresolute . 
 

Theorem 4.9 : If f : X→Y is a α-irresolute map then f is g-continuous. 

Proof : Let B be a closed set in Y. Since every  closed  set  is  -closed  implies  B  is  -closed in Y. Since 

f  is -irresolute,   is  -closed  in  X. Since  every  -closed  is  -closed  implies  that  

implies (B) is g-Closed in X. Hence  f  is  g-continuous. 
Remark 4.10 : : The  converse  of  the  above  theorem  need  not  be true  as  the  following  the  
example . 

Example4.11:LetX=Y={a,b,c},τ={ϕ,{a} ,{ab} , X } , = { ϕ , {c}, {bd} , X } , and σ = {ϕ,{a},{b},{ab},Y}, 

={ϕ,{c},{ac},{bc},Y},α*gc(X)={ϕ,{c},{b},{ac},{bc},X}, α C(X) = {ϕ , {c} ,{b} , {ac} , X } , α C(Y) = { ϕ , 
{c},{ac},{bc},Y}. Let f:(X, τ) →(Y, σ) be  defined by f(a)=a,f(b)=b,f(c)=c. Clearly f is α*g-continuous ,but 

(bc)= {b c}  is  not α-closed in X. Therefore  f is  not  α-irresolute . 
 
Theorem 4.12:If  f:X→Y is  a  continuous  map  then  f  is  α*g-irresolute . 

Proof :Let B be a closed set  in  Y. since every  closed  is  α*g-closed. Since  f  is  continuous, (B)  is  

closed  in  X ,implies (B)  is  α*g-Closed  in  X . Hence  f  is  α*g-irresolute . 
Remark 4.13 :The  converse  of  the  above  theorem  need  not  be true  as  the  following  the  example . 

Example4.14:LetX=Y={a,b,c,d},τ={ϕ,{ab},{a},{abc},X}, ={ϕ,{cd},{d},{bcd},X},andσ={ϕ,{ab},{abc},Y}, ={ϕ
,{d},{cd},Y},α*gC(X)={ϕ,{b},{c},{d},{bc},{bd},{cd},{bcd}X},α*gC(Y)={ϕ,{c},{d},{cd},Y}.Let f:(X,τ)→(Y,σ) be 

defined  by   f(a)= a, f(b)=d ,f(c)=c, f(d) = b .Clearly  f  is  α*g -irresolute ,but (d)= b  is  not closed in 
X .Therefore  f is  not  continuous .  
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